Abstract. We obtain decay rates for singular values and eigenvalues of integral operators generated by square integrable kernels on the unit sphere in R m+1 , m ≥ 2, under assumptions on both, certain derivatives of the kernel and the integral operators generated by such derivatives. This type of problem is common in the literature but the assumptions are usually defined using standard differentiation in R m+1 . In this paper, the assumptions are all defined via the Laplace-Beltrami derivative, a concept first investigated by Rudin in the early fifties and genuinely spherical in nature. The rates we present depend on both, the differentiability order used to define the smoothness conditions and the dimension m. They are shown to be optimal.
Introduction
Let m be a positive integer at least 2 and S m the unit sphere in R m+1 endowed with the induced Lebesgue measure. In this paper, we will consider integral operators defined by an expression of the form If K is positive definite in the sense that
then K is also self-adjoint and the standard spectral theorem for compact and self-adjoint operators is applicable: it holds that
in which {λ n (K)} is a sequence of nonnegative reals (possibly finite) decreasing to 0 and {f n } is an orthonormal basis of L 2 (S m ). The numbers λ n (K) are the eigenvalues of K and the sequence {λ n (K)} takes into account repetitions implied by the algebraic multiplicity of each eigenvalue. Orthogonality refers to the inner product
Here, σ m stands for the surface measure of S m . The positive definiteness of K means nothing but the positivity of the integral operator K. Since it relates to the inner product above, it is a common sense to call it L 2 -positive definiteness. We observe that the addition of continuity to K implies that K is also trace-class (nuclear) ( [4, 7, 8] ), that is,
whenever B is an orthonormal basis of L 2 (S m ). In particular,
and we can extract the most elementary result on decay rates for the eigenvalues of such operators, namely,
If the integral operator K is compact but not self-adjoint, then decay rates for the singular values of the operator become the focus. If T is a compact operator on L 2 (S m ), its eigenvalues can be ordered as |λ 1 
The singular values of T are, by definition, the eigenvalues of the compact, positive and self-adjoint operator |T | := (T * T ) 1/2 . The sequence {s n (T )} of singular values of T can also be ordered in a decreasing manner, with repetitions being included according to their multiplicities as eigenvalues of |T |. That being the case, the classical Weyl's inequality ( [8, p. 52 
. . , provides the convenient bridge between eigenvalues and singular values. We remark that the inequality characterizing the traceability of a compact non self-adjoint
Classical references on eigenvalue and singular value distribution of compact operators on Banach spaces are [12, 19] . The object of study in this paper is the analysis of decay rates for the sequence {λ n (K)} (depending on the case, the sequence {s n (K)}) under additional assumptions on the kernel K. Results of this very same nature can be found in many references abroad and not necessarily in the context discussed here. In particular, we mention the use of integrated Hölder assumptions on K in [2, 3, 15] and of Lipschitz type in [5, 6] . As a matter of fact, the ideas of some of these cited papers have their origin in [11, 14] where similar kernels have been studied. The intention here is to invest in the very same question analyzed in these references, but to use the Laplace-Beltrami derivative to define the basic assumptions needed. As far as we know, this approach is new and fits more properly since such a derivative is a concept genuinely spherical, having many interesting properties and applications in connection with Approximation Theory (see references [16, 17] and references therein) and other areas as well. By the way, the Laplace-Beltrami derivative was introduced by Rudin in [20] and further developed by Wherens in [22, 23] , but in the case m = 2 only. The general case is fully discussed in the survey-like paper [17] .
The presentation of the paper is as follows. Section 2 contains basic material about the Laplace-Beltrami derivative and the description of the main results of the paper. In Section 3, we introduce the Laplace-Beltrami integral operator and state its basic properties required in the paper. This is necessary because the approach taken to prove the main results uses a key decomposition of the integral operator, the Laplace-Beltrami integral being one of its components. Section 4 contains proofs for the main results along with other pertinent information. In Section 5 we present examples to show that two of our results are not improvable.
Statement of the results
The Laplace-Beltrami derivative is a variation of the usual derivative on S m when, in the definition of the later, one replaces the usual translation operator with the spherical shifting operator, which is defined by the formula
Here, ∈ (−1, 1), " ·" is the usual inner product of R m+1 and dy denotes the measure element of the rim {y ∈ S m : x·y = } of the spherical cap {y ∈ S m : x·y ≥ }. If we write Δ := I − T m , in which I denotes the identity operator, a function
The symbol · 2 above stands for the usual norm of L 2 (S m ). The function Df is then called the Laplace-Beltrami derivative of f . Higher order derivatives are defined by the formulas D 1 = D and
We now introduce basic Sobolev-type spaces for functions on S m .
Definition 2.1. The space of all complex functions on S m which are differentiable, up to order r, in the sense explained above, will be denoted by W 
For more information on the Laplace-Beltrami derivative we refer the reader to [17] and references mentioned there. In particular, one can find explained there a connection among the Laplace-Beltrami derivative, the usual derivative for functions on S m and the so-called r-th spherical modulus of smoothness. The action of the Laplace-Beltrami derivative on kernels is done separately: we keep one variable fixed and differentiate with respect to the other. The symbol D r y K will indicate the r-th order derivative of a kernel K with respect to the variable y (we will never differentiate with respect to the first variable x). For r ∈ Z + , we find it convenient to introduce the notation,
to abandon the derivative symbols. The integral operator associated with K 0,r will be written as K 0,r . At this point, it is convenient to introduce Sobolev-type spaces for kernels in a formal way.
We are ready to describe the main results of the paper. We emphasize that all the results take for granted the ordering on either the eigenvalues or singular values mentioned before. At first, we will prove a theorem without the L 2 -positive definiteness assumption on K and obtain a decay rate for the sequence of singular values of K. 
We observe that the fact that the derivatives D r y K(x, ·) exist for x ∈ S m a.e. does not imply that K 0,r is a bounded operator. As so, the assumption on K 0,r in Theorem 2.3 is reasonable. Clearly, the smaller the parameter p, the better the estimate.
The next two results incorporate L 2 -positive definiteness as an assumption. As so, they describe decay rates for the eigenvalues of K under certain hypotheses on either K 0,r or K 0,r .
If we replace the basic assumption in Theorem 2.4 with the nuclearity of K 0,r , then we can obtain an improvement on the previous decay rate.
To close the section, we would like to inform the reader that the results above resemble those proved in [7, p. 120 ] and [9, 10] for the case of an interval. As a matter of fact, one can interpret Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 as spherical versions of some of the results proved in those references.
The Laplace-Beltrami integral
In this section we will introduce an integral operator that acts like an inverse for the Laplace-Beltrami derivative: the Laplace-Beltrami integral operator. Its powers appear quite naturally in decompositions for K when the generating kernel K satisfies smoothness assumptions defined via the Laplace-Beltrami derivative. For that reason, the Laplace-Beltrami integral operator enters in the proofs of all the main results previously described.
The Laplace-Beltrami integral operator is the unique linear mapping J :
defined by the conditions J 1 = 1 and
It is a bounded linear operator acting like an inverse of the Laplace-Beltrami derivative in the sense that
This operator can also be defined via spherical convolution. Indeed, beginning with the function F : (−1, 1) → R given by
, w m ) with first Fourier-Legendre coefficient equals 1. Here, the notation · 1,m indicates the usual norm in L 1 ([−1, 1], w m ). In addition, one can prove that
This formula shows that Jf is (a multiple of) the spherical convolution L * f of L and f . The powers of J are defined recursively:
encompasses the self-adjointness of J r . All of these facts are proved in [17] . Theorem 3.1 below describes a property we could not find justified anywhere. As so, a proof is included. 
Proof. Fix r and orthonormal bases {Y
given by the formula ([18, p. 35]),
Since the Fourier-Legendre coefficient appearing above is computed through the formulaf
the invariance property (3.3) and (3.1) lead to
Since the set of compact operators on L 2 (S m ) is a closed subset of the space of all bounded linear operators on L 2 (S m ) with respect to the operator norm, the proof will be completed as long as we show that the series
A few calculations produce the inequalities
Using the obvious inequality n 2r ≤ n r (n + m − 1) r , we finally see that
Clearly, the very last series above approaches 0 as l → ∞.
To finish the section, we need to order the eigenvalues of J r in accordance with the spectral theorem for compact and self-adjoint operators. In other words, we will assume they are listed in decreasing order counting the repetitions implied by the formulas J r 1 = 1 and 
As so, we may think the sequence {λ n (J r )} is block ordered in such a way that the first block contains the eigenvalue 1 and the (n + 1)-th block (n ≥ 
Proofs of the main results
This section contains proofs for Theorems 2.3-2.5. They depend upon some general properties of compact operators and their singular values which we now describe in a form adapted to our needs. They can be found in standard references on operator theory such as [7, 8, 12, 19] and depend on the ordering of eigenvalues and singular values as previously mentioned.
The following assertions hold:
, then both, AT and T A, are compact. In addition,
The following additional lemma regarding the singular values of an integral operator generated by a square-integrable kernel is proved in [12, p. 40] .
The key idea behind the proof of the main results previously stated resides in the following estimation for the singular values of K, which holds when K is smooth enough.
of rank at most 1. Using Lemma 4.1(iii), we may deduce that
To proceed, we need a convenient decomposition for KQ. Looking at the action of KQ on a generic element f from L 2 (S m ) and using (3.2) we see that
Since K ∈ W r 2 , we employ (2.1) to obtain
that is, KQ = K 0,r J r Q. Now, assuming K 0,r is bounded, we can apply (4.1) and Lemma 4.1(ii) to see that
The proof is complete.
In the next three lemmas, we detach technical inequalities to be used in the proofs ahead. The first one includes a refinement to the fact that N (m, n) = O(n m−1 ) ( [18] ).
Lemma 4.4. There exists an integer β(m) ≥ 1 such that
Proof. It is a consequence of the well-known formula
which can be easily seen from the definition of N (m, n) (see Chapter 5 in [1] for example).
Lemma 4.5. If m is an integer at least 2, then
Proof. It suffices to apply the mean value theorem to the function x m on the interval [n, n + 1] and estimate the resulting formula conveniently. 
Proof. In the cases m = 2, 3, it suffices to observe that (n − 1) r (n + m − 2) r n −2r approaches 1 from the left when n → ∞. As for the case m > 3, (n − 1)
r n −2r approaches 1 from the right when n → ∞. So, the property follows from the obvious inequality 1 − < 1.
The following technical result is borrowed from [13] . We now proceed to the proofs of the main results in the paper.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. We assume K 0,r is bounded and show that
Lemma 4.7 takes care of the rest. In the first half of the proof we intend to derive the convergence of the series
due to the fact that p − m > 1. Consequently,
The convergence of the series in (4.3) follows. To close the proof, we will use this convergence to show (4.2) holds. To do that, it suffices to show that the following re-ordering of (4.2),
converges. Call the inner sum in the double sum above S(n) and observe that
The sequence {s n (K)} being decreasing, (4.4) can be reduced to
Invoking Lemma 4.5, we now see that
It follows that
Proof of Theorem 2.4. We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2.3. We assume
Combining Lemma 4.3 with Lemma 4.1(iv) we can deduce the inequalities
while the setting in Theorem 2.4 allows us to write
Next, we square both sides of (4.5) and sum in k, letting k run inside the (n + 1)-th block of the sequence of the eigenvalues of J r :
Estimating on the left-hand side leads to
Due to Lemma 4.2, it is now clear that
To proceed, we apply Lemma 4.4 to select a constant β(m) ≥ 1 so that , n) ) and {λ n (K)} decreases, we now see that The expression on the right-hand side of the inequality above is at most the trace of K 0,r , hence finite. Proceeding as in the proof of the previous theorem, we deduce that
Repeating the tricks used in the second half of that same proof we reach the announced convergence.
